
St. Odilia Social Justice Ministry Area Council 
Minutes 02-16-2021 

Name Attending? 

Y/N 
Name Attending? 

Y/N 
Beth Aune Y Phil Aune Y 

Sheba Fernandez Y John Hunt – PLC Rep Y 

Ann Marie Johnson N Bonnie Miller N 
Blaine Mably - Chair Y Bernie Wiwel - Recorder Y 
Marlene Rink N   

PLC Rep – Vicky Cherne, Rick 

Storms or Amparo Garcia 

Amparo   

 

Start of Meeting 

Approved minutes from last meeting. 

PLC Update 

John Hunt gave update on last PLC meeting. 

Evangelization/Education 

Bulletin/E-news 

 There is some need to post something in the bulletin, so looking for new articles. 

 Sheba recently posted an article about mental health into the messenger. 

 John had a thought about something on the Pope’s encyclical Laudato si’ (care for our common 

home). 

 Phil was thinking of connecting people to videos like the 1619 project via a link in the e-news. 

 Blaine suggested that summarizing articles from The Catholic Spirit or other Catholic sources are 

good choices for the bulletin, while the e-news can be more flexible in its breadth of source 

material, interest points and relevant links. 

Faith and Racial Healing Study Groups 

 John, Phil, Beth, Bonnie, are group facilitators, Sheba is a participant. 

 John said a handful of people conversed, but others had difficulty finding the links.  Session 3 

was not in the packet and seems to be a need for more clarity on the assignments.  Blaine sent out 

the session 3 assignments. 

 Beth commented that the historical perspective is challenging, emotionally tough to read and 

view, but very well done with a good mixture of facts balanced with time to process the 

information and deal directly with the hard stuff. 



 Sheba also commented that the middle part of the last lesson was very traumatic, and left her 

wondering how do we begin to make change. 

 John feels that a different night than Monday would have been a better choice and agrees it would 

be good to hold this again in the future. 

 Overall feedback from the study groups are that the information being provided is really good, 

but it requires allot of work to participate. 

 There was some reflection by the group over current attempts to pass laws to prevent certain 

racial teaching programs in schools such as the 1619 project. This reminded Sheba of some 

trouble she had publishing articles on diversity in the past relating to original inhabitants in 

Minnesota. 

 John thought that once this Faith and Racial Healing study is complete it may be a good idea to 

do an extended announcement at mass. 

 Amparo shared how the timing of this with the Lenten season really struck a note with her.  Lent 

is meant to be a time of healing which often we may not think of and this really helped her to 

reconnect with that tradition. 

 Phil is thinking that it might be a good idea to collect some one liner feedback and closing 

statements from participants so that we can put them in the bulletins and use as marketing 

material so other people have a chance to learn about this opportunity. 

 Additional thoughts mentioned are to see if past participants could be asked to make a pulpit 

announcement or become future facilitators. 

Social Justice Movie Night 

This is a new idea that Blaine presented.  Currently thinking of running something related to faith and 

racial healing, but ongoing would be topics dealing with social justice in general.  Still some questions: 

Will it work with social distancing?   Discussions afterwards in person are preferable but need to see how 

the pandemic situation improves.  Overall the group liked this idea. 

Other Counsel Business 

John on Goals  

 He sent the goals template to Amy though mentioned to her that it wasn’t exactly complete but 

pretty close.  John is going to send out the latest goals to group for review. 

 Blaine thinking that goals on environment/climate issues need to be revisited so as not to loose 

focus of them. 

Habitat for Humanity 



Blaine spoke about current need for a new organizer and point lead for the Habitat for Humanity projects.  

The parish is looking for volunteers. 

Web Site 

 Blaine has all of the SJC articles written over the years collected in one place (even the 

unapproved ones)  and is wondering about if they can be posted on the web site.  He wants to 

share them with the rest of the group for review.  His intent is to make the website more usable as 

a resource which also contains some history. 

 Phil wondered if having a view tracker on the web site would add any benefit. 

Connecting School with Latino Community 

 Sheba is wondering if there is anything we can do in the SJC to help encourage and promote 

church leadership to take action with getting the school more connected with the Latino 

community. 

 Amparo mentioned that few Latino students actually go to church at St. Odilia. 

 Amparo also mentioned that Fr Joseph Williams (from St. Stephens) is the current representative 

for of the Hispanic church, so he might be a good point of contact.  The Hispanic community is 

meeting with him twice a month. 

 Phil said he would be interested in reaching out to Fr Joseph.  Blaine felt that this wasn’t 

something that needed an action item, but is open to getting some input on how SJC can help in 

the matter. 

Closing Prayer 

Next Meeting Date: March 16, 2021 on Zoom. 

 


